


INTRODUCING THE LUXE CANTILEVER™ 

A groundbreaking addition to our lineup, redefining the limits  

of a pergola with its gravity-defying, 2-post levitating design.

Never before has there been a cantilever pergola with  

a high end look, at an affordable price-point. Until now.

Versatility in Design: Whether you’re after a cantilever pergola or a 

cantilever carport, The Luxe Cantilever™ has a sleek, versatile design 

that can be positioned unobtrusively along a boundary, creating a sense 

of luxury and openness, a shady sanctuary without poles to walk into 

or obstruct your view. This makes it the perfect solution for by the pool, 

carports, smaller spaces or anywhere two posts are better than the 

traditional four post design. 

Expert engineering for stability and ease of installation: The Luxe 

Cantilever™ pergola or carport has been expertly engineered (tested 

and certified!) to provide the benefits of a floating pergola without 

compromising on stability, so you can confidently say goodbye to those 

two pesky pillars in the way. The Luxe Cantilever™ pergola is engineered 

for easy installation, ensuring a seamless and hassle-free process from 

start to finish.



Specifications:

Ceiling length max 6.0m (can be customised to suit)

Ceiling width max 3.9m (can be customised to suit)

Height 3.0m overall (can be customised to suit)

Engineered powder-coated steel frame bolted to or set into concrete piers.

Certified, engineered and wind tested.
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WHY THE LUXE CANTILEVER™?

Space Maximization: 

With only two support 

poles, the Luxe Cantilever™ 

maximizes your outdoor 

space, creating an 

uncluttered and visually 

spacious environment.

 Architectural Innovation:

Embrace a modern 

architectural statement  

that goes beyond the 

ordinary, turning your 

outdoor space into a 

conversation piece and a 

true extension of your home.

 Uninterrupted Views: 

Revel in uninterrupted 

panoramic views with the 

absence of traditional 

support poles, allowing 

you to connect with the 

surrounding landscape 

effortlessly.

Easy Maintenance: 

Our design is so strong 

you can walk on the roof 

to clean and maintain  

your Luxe Cantilever™.  

All materials used have 

an easy wipe down 

surface.

Exceptional durability: 

Our roofing panels are 

hail proof ensuring your 

Luxe Cantilever™ looks 

great for years to come.



ENHANCE YOUR LUXE CANTILEVER™

Downlights, Spotlights & Dimmers:  

Illuminate your outdoor haven with  

precision by incorporating customisable 

downlights, spotlights, and dimmers into  

The Luxe Cantilever™. Whether you desire  

a soft ambient glow for relaxed evenings  

or focused illumination for specific areas, 

these enhancements allow you to set the 

perfect mood. With the flexibility of dimmers, 

you have full control over the brightness, 

creating an inviting atmosphere tailored  

to every occasion.

 Ceiling Fans:  

Maximize comfort under The Luxe Cantilever™ 

with the addition of ceiling fans. Experience 

a gentle breeze that not only enhances air 

circulation but also adds a refreshing touch 

to warm days. Seamlessly integrated into 

the pergola’s design, these fans provide an 

efficient cooling solution while contributing 

to the overall aesthetic appeal of your 

outdoor space.

 Coastal Environments:  

Engineered to withstand the challenges of 

coastal environments, The Luxe Cantilever™ 

offers an optional Versiclad Magnaflow 

technology. This advanced feature ensures 

durability and resilience against harsh 

coastal elements. Embrace the beauty of 

coastal living without compromising on the 

longevity and performance of your Cantilever.



Spacemaker

CUSTOMISE YOUR LUXE CANTILEVER™ PERGOLA

CorrolinkVersalink

ROOF STYLES

ROOF COLOUR

Ebony
(Night Sky)

Mist Green
(Pale Eucalypt)

Wallaroo
(Wallaby)

Off White
(Surfmist)

Monolith
(Monument)

Slate Grey
(Woodland Grey)

Armour Grey
(Windspray)

Mountain Blue
(Deep Ocean)

Caulfield Green
(Cottage Green)

Basal
(Basalt)

Merino
(Paperbark)

Gull Grey
(Shale Grey)

Iron Grey
(Ironstone)

Jasmin Brown
(Jasper)

Birch Grey
(Dune)

Dusk
(Evening Haze)

Heritage Red
(Manor Red)

Gulf
(Gully)

Smooth Cream
(Classic Cream)

Unizinc
(Zincalume)



Colours

Finishes

CUSTOMISE YOUR LUXE CANTILEVER™ PERGOLA

CEILING FINISH

FRAME COLOUR
(Steel)

Night Sky

Pearl White

Pearl White

Golden Oak

Micraline

Surfmist Monument

Merino

Luxline

Embossed

Cream

Smooth
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